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Definitions and Acronyms
Adaptive management

Adaptive management is a systematic process for continually improving management
policies and practices by learning from the outcomes of operational programs. The
term is commonly thought of as “learning by doing”. Active adaptive management
typically involves active experimentation to simultaneously test a range of alternative
management actions, whereas passive adaptive management may involve selecting
only the “best” management option and evaluating the results to see if further
adjustments are needed.

Construction Areas

Areas where there is active construction at that time.

COSEWIC
CWS

Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada
Canadian Wildlife Service

Danger Zone

Areas determined by blast supervisor.

DNA

Deoxyribonucleic acid

EA

Environmental Assessment

ECCC

Environment and Climate Change Canada

Environmental Monitor

Individuals who observe Project activities in relation to permit conditions, and report
observations to the NSI Environmental Manager so that mitigation actions can be taken
if necessary.

GNWT

Government of the Northwest Territories

GNWT-ENR

Department of Environment and Natural Resources, GNWT

GNWT-INF

Department of Infrastructure, GNWT

GNWT-Lands

Department of Lands, GNWT

GPS

Global Positioning System

Habitat

The area or type of site where a species or an individual of a species of wildlife
naturally occurs or on which it depends, directly or indirectly, to carry out its life
processes (NWT Wildlife Act).

MBCA

Migratory Birds Convention Act

Mitigation

Measures taken to eliminate or reduce a potential Project effect.

Monitoring

The process of observing and documenting Project activities. This document
distinguishes between “mitigation monitoring” which is undertaken to identify the need
to apply or modify mitigations for the protection of wildlife and wildlife habitat at the
project site, and “effects monitoring” which consists of the design and implementation
of monitoring studies for quantifying project-related effects both within the project
footprint and region.

MVEIRB

Mackenzie Valley Environmental Impact Review Board

NT1

The Northwest Territories Range for boreal caribou, used for critical habitat
identification in the Recovery Strategy for the Woodland Caribou, Boreal population in
Canada.

NWT

Northwest Territories

Project

Tłı̨ chǫ Fibre Line Project

Project Co.

The company that will be engaged to construct and operate the Tłı̨ chǫ FL.

Project site

The area encompassed by the Tłı̨ chǫ FL right of way, access roads, and all equipment
and infrastructure within this area.

SARA

Species at Risk Act

SARC

Species at Risk Committee

Tłı̨ chǫ FL

Tłı̨ chǫ Fibre Line Project

WEMP

Wildlife Effects Monitoring Plan

Wildlife

"wildlife" means
(a) all species of vertebrates and invertebrates found wild in nature in the Northwest
Territories, and individuals of those species, except
(i) fish as defined in section 2 of the Fisheries Act (Canada), and
(ii) other prescribed species and subspecies,
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(b) species of wildlife referred to in paragraph (a) that are domesticated or held in
captivity, and individuals of those species, and
(c) prescribed species or subspecies of vertebrates and invertebrates, and individuals
of those species or subspecies. (NWT Wildlife Act).
WLWB

Wekʼèezhìı Land and Water Board

Worker

A person employed by the Developer or the Contractor to work on the Project.

WRRB

Wekʼèezhìı Renewable Resources Board

WMMP

Wildlife Management and Monitoring Plan
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1.0 INTRODUCTION
The Tłı̨ chǫ Government (TG) is constructing a Fibre Line from Highway 3 to the
community of Whatı̀ (Appendix A Overview Map). The route follows the already
constructed Tłı̨ chǫ All Season Road (TASR), that continues to be used for hunting,
trapping and recreation (NSMA 2018, YKDFN 2018, Tłı̨ chǫ Government 2014).
The construction of the Tłı̨ chǫ Fibre Line may impact wildlife and wildlife habitat in
a few ways, including direct habitat loss (limited to new vegetation clearing
possible along Hwy 3) , functional habitat loss due to noise or other sensory
disturbances, dust, accidental spills of toxic or hazardous substances, and
potential injury or mortality due to vehicle collisions. Concern over impacts to bison
due to increased road-induced mortality is of the utmost concern.
This Wildlife Management and Monitoring Plan (WMMP) outlines mitigation
measures that are being implemented to reduce Project impacts on wildlife and
wildlife habitat. This WMMP describes mitigation and monitoring that applies to the
construction of the Tłı̨ chǫ Fibre Line Project.

2.0 BACKGROUND
2.1

Project Description

The proposed Tłı̨ chǫ Fibre Line will follow the existing Tłı̨ chǫ All Season Road
(TASR) Right of Way (97 km long beginning at Km 196 on Highway 3 to Whati)
and is expected to begin construction August 2021. A project overview map is
detailed in Appendix A. Access for the installation of the fibre line will utilize the
TASR for the duration of the project. Heavy equipment will be used to either plow
or trench a path for the cable to be laid. Areas which require water crossing will
optimize the use existing bridges on the road to minimalize the risk or damage to
riparian areas. Directional drilling may also be utilized to mitigate/minimize risks
in areas where surface water may be affected by construction activities

2.2

Roles and Responsibilities

The Tłı̨ chǫ Government has contracted Peter Kiewit and Sons LLC (PKS) to install
the fibre line. Therefore, PKS is responsible for the implementation, mitigation, and
reporting requirements set out in the Wildlife Management Plan (WMMP).
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Table 1.

Primary Project Contact’s

Organization

Role

Position

Name

Contact

TG

Developer

Tłı̨ chǫ Executive
Officer

Laura
Duncan

Lauraduncan@Tłı̨ chǫ.com

PKS

Private
Partner

Project Manager

Bruno
Pigeon

Bruno.pigeon@kiewit.com

PKS

Private
Partner

Environmental
Manager

Dave
Green

Dave.green1@Kiewit.com

2.3

Objectives

The objectives of this WMMP include the following:
 Document and mitigate effects to wildlife from Tłı̨ chǫ Fibre Line construction.
 Describe how adaptive management will be applied to wildlife mitigation and
monitoring.
 Constitute part of the engagement with communities, regulatory agencies,
and interested parties in wildlife effects mitigation and monitoring.
 Describe how the Tłı̨ chǫ Government will meet relevant guidelines and
regulatory requirements.

3.0 WILDLIFE SPECIES AND/OR HABITAT FEATURES
OF CONCERN
3.1

Focal Wildlife Species

The WMMP focuses on mitigating and monitoring the impacts to caribou, bison,
and moose, species at risk, and prescribed species. The WMMP does not exclude
any wildlife from monitoring and address a broader range of species for which
general prohibitions under the Wildlife Act, Species at Risk Act, and Migratory
Birds Convention Act and associated regulations apply. Mitigation and monitoring
measures are meant to address impacts to individuals of these species and their
habitat.
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3.1.1 Species at Risk
The intent of the Species at Risk Act, and the Species at Risk (NWT) Act is to
protect species at risk from becoming extirpated or extinct as a result of human
activity. While the former was enacted by the Government of Canada, the latter
was enacted by the GNWT and applies only to wild animals and plants managed
by the GNWT. For example, species managed by the Migratory Bird Convention
Act and Regulations are not covered by the Species at Risk (NWT) Act. For the
purposes of this WMMP (and as recommended by ECCC 2017b), species may be
considered to be of concern as a result of either their national, territorial or
Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada (COSEWIC) status
(notwithstanding that COSEWIC does not provide legal protection). The list of
species of concern that may be affected by the Tłı̨ chǫ Fibre Line Project is provided
in Table 2. This table may be updated in the future to reflect the latest species
assessments by the NWT Species at Risk Committee (SARC) and COSEWIC.
Table 2: Species at Risk Expected at the Project
Species

NWT SARC
Assessment(a)

NWT List of
Species at Risk

COSEWIC
Listing(b)

SARA Listing(c)

Boreal caribou

Threatened

Threatened

Threatened

Threatened

Barren-ground caribou

Threatened

Threatened

Threatened

No Status

Wood bison

Threatened

Threatened

Special Concern

Threatened

Wolverine

Not at Risk

No status

Special Concern

Special Concern

Little brown myotis

Special Concern

Special Concern

Endangered

Endangered

Peregrine falcon

Not assessed

No status

Not at Risk

Special Concern

Short-eared owl

Not assessed

No status

Special Concern

Special Concern

Bank swallow

Not applicable

Not applicable

Threatened

Threatened

Barn swallow

Not applicable

Not applicable

Threatened

Threatened

Common nighthawk

Not applicable

Not applicable

Special Concern

Threatened

Olive-sided flycatcher

Not applicable

Not applicable

Special Concern

Threatened

Horned grebe (Western
population)

Not applicable

Not applicable

Special Concern

Special Concern

Red-necked phalarope

Not applicable

Not applicable

Special Concern

No Status

Rusty blackbird

Not assessed

No status

Special Concern

Special Concern

Yellow rail

Not applicable

Not applicable

Special Concern

Special Concern

Evening Grosbeak

Not applicable

Not applicable

Special Concern

No Status

Harris’s Sparrow

Not applicable

Not applicable

Special Concern

No Status

Gypsy cuckoo bumble
bee

Data Deficient in the
NWT

No status

Endangered

Endangered
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Table 2: Species at Risk Expected at the Project
Species

NWT SARC
Assessment(a)

NWT List of
Species at Risk

COSEWIC
Listing(b)

SARA Listing(c)

Yellow-banded bumble
bee

Not at Risk in the NWT

No status

Special Concern

Special Concern

All listings sourced from NWT Species at Risk (2019)
a) Northwest Territories Species at Risk Committee. Note that species included in the Migratory Bird Convention Act are not
covered by the Species at Risk (NWT) Act and are labelled ‘Not applicable’.
b) Committee on the Status of Endangered Wildlife in Canada
c) Species at Risk Act.

The WMMP is intended to be consistent with the proposed Recovery Strategy for
the Wood Bison in Canada (ECCC 2018a) by including mitigation to reduce vehicle
collisions and including a mechanism for documenting and reporting bison
observations along the Tłı̨ chǫ Fibre Line. The WMMP do not conflict with any
existing recovery strategy for species listed on the Species At Risk found in the
Project Area.

3.2

Sensitive Periods for Wildlife:

Known sensitive periods for wildlife are listed in Table 3. Sensitive periods are not
meant to imply that all construction activities will need to be suspended at these
times; however, different types of pre-construction surveys and additional
mitigation measures will be required during these times to minimize sensory
disturbance and/or risk of wildlife injury or mortality.
Table 3: Sensitive Periods for Wildlife and Rationale
Wildlife

Period

Rationale

Boreal Caribou
Moose
Bison

Calving/PostCalving:
05 April to 15 July
(caribou)
15 May to 15 July
(moose)
1 March to 15 July
(bison)

Timing window captures parturition (birth) and the first month of life for offspring.
Female ungulates entering the parturition period are usually in poorer physical
condition from the harsher climatic conditions and limited food availability
throughout the winter period. After parturition, females are subject to additional
energy demands from lactation, and generally attain their lowest body condition
post-calving. Disturbance during the calving/fawning period can induce fleeing,
increased movement of young and increased nutritional demands, and higher
susceptibility to predation.

Boreal Caribou

Late-winter:
16 March to 04
April

Boreal caribou are exhibiting their shortest daily movements at this time of year,
likely reflecting the increased energetic costs of travelling through deep snow at
this time of year, or limited areas that provide easier access for foraging on ground.
As boreal caribou are depleting their stores of fat throughout the winter, and
movement through deep snow or displacement from good foraging habitat could
have high energetic costs, disturbance events at this time of year could have
negative impacts on female body condition and subsequently have negative
impacts on calving and calf survival.

Birds

Nesting season:
01 May to August
15

Prohibition against damage or destruction of nests or eggs of migratory birds under
Migratory Birds Regulations and the Wildlife Act.
This sensitive period should cover the majority of species, but it should be noted
that some raptor species may initiate nests as early as late March, and may remain
at the nest until mid-September. (Shank and Poole 2016)
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Table 3: Sensitive Periods for Wildlife and Rationale
Wildlife

Period

Rationale

Black Bear

Denning season:
September 30 to
March 30

Prohibition under the Wildlife Act against damage or destruction of a den.
Disturbance of denning bears could jeopardize survival of both adults and young
born in the den.

4.0 PROJECT IMPACTS
The construction of the Tłı̨ chǫ Fibre Optic Line may impact wildlife and wildlife
habitat in a few ways such as functional habitat loss due to noise, dust, spills of
toxic or hazardous substances or other sensory disturbances, and injury or
mortality due to vehicle collisions. Details on mitigation measures surround
potential impacts are listed in Section 5.0 below.

5.0 MITIGATION PROGRAM
5.1

Mitigation for Indirect Habitat Loss or Alteration

 Reduced speed limits (50 km/h) during construction will reduce dust
production coupled with the application of water in active haul/work areas.
 Clean and inspect Project vehicles and equipment prior to entering the NWT
to avoid introducing noxious and invasive plants.
 Re-cleaning Project vehicles and equipment if an area of weed infestation is
encountered, prior to advancing to a weed-free area to minimize the spread
of noxious and invasive plants.
 Locating and managing cleaning locations on the Project site to avoid the
spread of noxious and invasive plants (see the pamphlet “Invaders in the
Northwest Territories” for more information on invasive plants in the NWT).
 Domestic and recyclable waste and dangerous goods will be stored on site
in appropriate containers, as per the TASR Waste Management Plan, to
avoid exposure until they are shipped off site to an approved facility, and to
prevent spills or leakage into the surrounding environment that would cause
habitat degradation.
 Hazardous materials and fuel will be stored according to regulatory
requirements to avoid contamination to the environment and workers under
the plan approved for the TASR.
 Individuals working on-site and handling hazardous materials will be trained
in the Workplace Hazardous Materials Information System and the
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Transportation of Dangerous Goods to avoid accidental spills under the
plans approved for the TASR.
 The Spill Contingency Plan from the Tłı̨ chǫ All Season Road will be followed
by Project staff to prevent spills and if spills occur as a result of an accident,
that they will be controlled to minimize the area impacted.
 Emergency spill kits will be available wherever toxic materials or fuel are
stored and transferred during construction to minimize effects to vegetation
and wildlife habitat.
 Spill response and containment will be completed expeditiously in
accordance with the approved site-specific Spill Contingency Plan to reduce
the area impacted. Spills will be reported in a timely manner.
 Construction equipment, machinery, and vehicles will be regularly
maintained to avoid accidental spills.
 Fuel storage areas will be equipped with spill kits and will be located at least
100 m away from water bodies. Large fuel storage tanks (2,000 to less than
80,000 litres) will be double walled as per the regulations. Fuel for the Fiber
project will be supplied by the TASR project.
 Construction and maintenance vehicles will be equipped with spill kits and
fuelled at least 30 m away from water bodies.
 Workers will not travel off the Project site unless there is a specific
requirement.
 Riparian areas will be maintained whenever possible to minimize erosion,
with vegetation removal limited to the width of the right of way. At
watercourse crossings, a riparian buffer will be maintained along the width
of the right of way except at the actual crossing location.
 Removed vegetation/debris will be removed from site to prevent them
entering the watercourse.

5.2

Mitigation for Sensory Disturbance

 Harassment, feeding or approaching wildlife by Project staff will be
prohibited.
 Project staff will communicate, via radio, relevant observations of wildlife to
the PKS Environmental Manager or designate. The PKS Environmental
Manager will then relay this information to Site Supervisors and equipment
operators working in the area. Any such observations will be included in the
Wildlife Sightings Log for the TASR project.
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 Construction will be temporarily suspended by the PKS Environmental
Manager, or speed limits on the road temporarily reduced, when moose,
caribou, bison, or any other wildlife that may be at imminent risk of injury or
mortality, are known to be near the active construction site. An Incident
Report will be prepared for each such occurrence.
 Construction activities will consider sensitive periods. For example,
vegetation clearing is planned to occur outside of the nesting season for
migratory birds.
 If any big game species are observed within the cleared right of way adjacent
to active construction areas, speed limits will be reduced to 30 km/h within
1 km on either side of the sighting. If bison are present on roads,
Environmental Monitors will be contacted. Environmental Monitors should
be aware that groups of bison with more than 5 individuals are likely to be
nursery groups containing calves and juveniles. Any such observations
should be included in the Wildlife Sightings Log for the TASR.
 The PKS Environmental Manager will communicate, via radio, the
requirements for a reduced speed limit to Supervisors and equipment
operators working in the area. The Manager will monitor equipment
operations to ensure the reduced speed limit is followed.
 Pre-clearing wildlife surveys will detect the presence of large mammals prior
to vegetation clearing
 Observations of caribou, moose, bison, and other big game and species at
risk will be reported to Environmental Monitors. Observations of species at
risk will be tracked through the wildlife sightings log and conveyed to the
appropriate governing agencies though the annual reporting requirements
for the TASR.

5.3

Mitigation for Direct Wildlife Mortality

Wildlife Sighting and Collisions
Increased risk of wildlife injury and mortality due to vehicle collisions is one of the
main concerns with the Tłı̨ chǫ Fibre Line Project. One difficulty in predicting the
extent and the seriousness of harm to wildlife from vehicle collisions associated
with a new road is that currently GNWT does not have a single source of baseline
data on wildlife mortalities. GNWT-INF and GNWT-ENR have different processes
and keep separate records of animal–vehicle collisions which makes assessing
the true costs to humans and wildlife difficult. The wildlife data collected during the
construction of the TASR allows for project staff to map out areas with higher
concentrations of bison on the alignment which can lead to areas with reduced
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speed to minimalize the risk of vehicle/wildlife interactions. Further mitigation
measures are listed below:
 Project staff will be provided with awareness training prior to start of work on
the site.
 Awareness training provided to personnel, will include information on
yielding the right of way to wildlife during construction. If wildlife are crossing
or attempting to cross a road or active construction area, traffic and mobile
equipment will stop and wait for the animal to cross unless they are posing
a risk to personnel or themselves as noted in the following bullet point. The
presence of large mammals (e.g., caribou, moose, and bison) and other
wildlife will be communicated to construction workers, which will minimize
risks of physical hazards through site-wide awareness.
 Project staff will communicate, via radio, relevant observations of wildlife to
the PKS Environmental Manager or designate. The PKS Environmental
Manager will then relay this information to Site Supervisors and equipment
operators working in the area.
 If bison, caribou or moose are observed in areas where they are at risk,
operations at that particular work site will be temporarily suspended by the
PKS Environmental Manager to allow wildlife to move away from the area
of their own accord. If they do not leave the area within 15 minutes, they
may be gently encouraged to move away from construction activities. This
will involve the slow approach of Environmental Monitors by vehicle towards
the caribou/moose/bison or making their presence known by calling out and
waving their arms to encourage them to move. This is to be done from
behind a vehicle or piece of equipment to prevent personnel from going too
close to the animal. An Incident Report will be completed for all deterrent
actions. It is possible that females may be unwilling to leave the area if they
have a calf hiding nearby. In these cases, operations in the area may be
suspended by the PKS Environmental Manager.
 Bear-banger type deterrents are only to be used if there is an immediate
need to mitigate risk to personnel or wildlife safety.
 Environmental Monitors will document wildlife and manage and minimize
risks to wildlife and workers.
 Harassment, feeding or approaching wildlife by Project staff is prohibited.
 No hunting or fishing by Project staff will be permitted.
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 To avoid wildlife harvest, firearms will not be allowed on-site during
construction except for firearms in the possession and control of authorized
Environmental Monitors or law enforcement officers.
 The Waste Management Plan (TASR WMP) to avoid access to food waste
by wildlife. This will include:
o Waste products will be stored in secured containers and transported
to approved facilities to avoid access by wildlife.
o Food waste will be collected in bear proof containers that minimize
attraction or impact to wildlife.
o Littering and feeding of wildlife will be prohibited to avoid wildlife
attraction to the site.
o All workers and visitors will be educated on waste management
practices for the Project site to avoid wildlife attraction.
 Exposure of wildlife to contaminants will be avoided by use of appropriate
deterrents (e.g., temporary fencing and noise makers) to discourage wildlife
from entering an affected area until remediation is completed.
 In case of wildlife exposure to contaminants, territorial (GNWT-ENR) or
federal (ECCC) authorities will be contacted immediately to determine
appropriate course of action, which may include capturing, relocating or
treating contaminated wildlife.
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6.0 MONITORING
6.1

Mitigation Monitoring

This section describes the monitoring that will take place to ensure that the wildlife
and wildlife habitat protection measures identified for the Tłı̨ chǫ Fibre Line are
being implemented and functioning as intended, provide advance warning of
wildlife issues that may require mitigation. Detailed procedures from the TASR are
being carried over to the Fibre Line Project, these procedures and the data sheets
are provided in Appendix B. All information collected from the fibre project will be
combined with the TASR data.
6.1.1

Wildlife Sightings Log

Wildlife sighting logs provide a simple means for all Project staff to contribute to
tracking wildlife activity at the Project. The value of the data is limited as it is not
systematically collected and contains repeated observations, but it can provide an
indication of the potential for wildlife incidents or problem wildlife and areas of
concern at the Project.
6.1.2

Road Surveys

Environmental Monitors will be driving the TASR regularly. Documenting wildlife
observations along the road may help to identify wildlife risks that should be
communicated to Project staff in the area, or to identify areas with higher presence
of wildlife.
Observations of wildlife on project roads (includes all spur roads such as quarry
and water source roads) within the cleared right of way adjacent to the road, or
within borrow pits will be documented by Environmental Monitors. Unlike the
Wildlife Sightings Monitoring, this task will be only completed by the Environmental
Monitors.
6.1.3

Wildlife Surveillance

Wildlife surveillance monitoring is intended to provide systematic and current
information of wildlife activity at the Project construction camps and will provide
direct feedback regarding the effectiveness of wildlife mitigation. Examples of
wildlife activities that will be documented through the Wildlife Surveillance
monitoring include presence of wildlife within camp areas, any instances where
food or wastes may be improperly stored and use of buildings by wildlife for shelter
or nesting. Through systematically and actively searching for and documenting the
presence of all wildlife within and around the Project footprint, Environmental
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Monitors will remain appraised of current and emerging issues and will be able to
manage issues as they arise.
Environment Monitors will undertake systematic tours of the Project construction
camps to record all wildlife observations or recent wildlife sign (e.g., tracks and
scat). Environmental Monitors will record the area surveyed, and the nature and
location of all observations. The surveillance monitoring survey will include areas
of the Project where there is risk of wildlife attractants or risk of wildlife finding
shelter, denning or availability of food. This includes camps, construction areas,
and waste management areas.
6.1.4

Wildlife Incidents

Wildlife incidents refer to a range of possible occurrences at the Project. Examples
of wildlife incidents include:
 Human-wildlife interactions that present a risk to either people or animals
 Wildlife-caused damage to property or delay in operations
 Wildlife deterrent actions
 Wildlife injury or mortality (including vehicle collisions), or situations likely
to cause injury or mortality
 Wildlife in hazardous areas or hazardous situations
 Incidents related to migratory birds, which includes damage or disturbance
to nest or eggs, bird mortalities.
Bear encounter response guidelines can be found in Appendix C.

7.0 REPORTING
As per section 5.3.3 of the WMMP Process and Content document (GNWT), the
project is stated to be a “short term” project and only requires a report to be written
upon completion of the job. Considering the spatial and temporal overlap of the
TASR and the TASR Fiber project, the wildlife information collected during the
Fiber installation will be included as part of the TASR reporting requirements. A
separate report for the Fiber project disconnects valuable data from an existing
data set managed as part of the TASR project
Reporting requirements for hazardous releases will be reported internally on the
PKS network and detailed in the TASR Annual Report, except in the case that the
spill material is in exceedance with the GNWT Reportable Quantities. In this case,
the appropriate forms and government agencies will be notified.
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All wildlife mortality incidents will be reported immediately to the GNWT Wildlife
Incident Hotline.
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APPENDIX A

OVERVIEW MAP
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WILDLIFE SIGHTINGS PROCEDURE
PURPOSE
               
   Ǥ
RESPONSIBILITY
Ǥ
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Ǥ
PROCEDURE
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WILDLIFE ROAD SURVEY PROCEDURE
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WILDLIFE SURVEILLANCE MONITORING PROCEDURE
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Species Or Sign Number Activity Photo # Observations from people working at the location / other comments



Time Location Wildlife Present? (Y/N)

Wildlife Observed or Wildlife Sign
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BIRD NESTING ACTIVITY PROCEDURE
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Nesting behaviour observed
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PRE-CLEARING LARGE MAMMAL SURVEY PROCEDURE
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BEAR DEN AERIAL SURVEYS
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Occurrence Date/Time:
Date Reported:

Wildlife Incident Record
MAIN CONTACT INFORMATION
NAME:
ADDRESS:
PHONE NUMBER:
Location of Complaint:
(coordinates, km marker,
lake, camp)



Details Taken by:
Location of Incident
(coordinates, km marker,
lake, camp):
Type of Incident:

        ǣ

Species:

          ǣ

Sex:



AGE CLASS:





 

 









 
Details of Incident: (movement, behaviour, reason for attraction, property damage, vehicle collision, etc.)





Details of Action Taken: (reporting, deterrence type, disposal, removal of attractant, etc.)
DATE: mm/dd/yy
























Was the incident resolved?







Has Environment & Natural Resources been contacted?
Contact Name:
Date/Time Reported:
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Environment & Natural Resources

Bear Occurrence Procedures Manual
Implementation of these procedures will allow ENR a greater ability to provide advice and
assistance in preventing harm to humans, bear(s) or property. In addition, it will provide guidance
on safely deterring bears that find themselves in areas of development, tourism camps or cabins
with the aim of preventing habituation and unnecessary destruction.
Report any incidents such as sightings, encounters, injuries and/or mortalities to the ENR. The
GNWT Phone Directory can be found at http://rdirectory.gov.nt.ca/rDirectory.aspx Regional
contacts are listed below:
North Slave Region
Wildlife Emergency
Yellowknife
Fax:

(867) 873 - 9238 (24 Hours)
(867) 873 - 9238
(867) 873 - 6230

South Slave Region
Wildlife Emergency
Fort Smith
Fax:

(867) 872 - 0400 (24 Hours)
(867) 872 - 6400
(867) 872 - 4250

Inuvik Region
Wildlife Emergency
Inuvik
Fax:

(867) 678 - 0289 (24 Hours)
(867) 678 - 6650
(867) 678 - 6659

Sahtu Region
Wildlife Emergency
Norman Wells
Fax:

(867) 587 - 2422 (24 Hours)
(867) 587 - 3500
(867) 587 - 3516

Deh Cho Region
Wildlife Emergency
Fort Simpson
Fax:

(867) 695 - 7433 (24 Hours)
(867) 695 - 7450
(867) 695 - 2381

BEAR AWARENESS TRAINING
ENR supports the NWT Mine Health and Safety Regulations (s.15.05), which requires that all field
personnel involved in mineral exploration undertake bear-safety training.
However,
human/wildlife incident prevention is a key component to the training.

Training of personnel in preventing and responding to wildlife incidents can reduce the likelihood
of injury to personnel and wildlife. Therefore, all field personnel working on the project must
receive bear awareness training, preferably from a professional trainer.
The training should include:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Recognizing the causes of human/wildlife conflicts;
How to prevent and respond to bear incidents;
Proper storage, transfer and disposal of camp waste; and
Proper use and safe application of deterrents.

INCIDENT PREVENTION
Refer to the Camp Waste and Wildlife Attraction Guideline. This resource provides guidance
on how to minimize or prevent attraction from bears to your camp, cabin or work site.

OCCURRENCE RESPONSE
Small scale exploration and tourism camps should develop and implement Bear Incident Standard
Operating Procedures (SOPs) that can be used in the field. The SOPs will allow all members on
site to have knowledge of how to minimize or prevent any loss of life or property if there is a bear
within the vicinity of your camp area or work site. SOPs may include such things as:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)

Response team
Equipment
Action level
Emergencies
Reporting Requirement

1. SIGHTING - Bear in the general vicinity (>1km)
1. If it is within sight of your camp/cabin and it is safe to do so, use a Wildlife Sightings
Log to record and report information regarding your observations.
2. Continue to monitor, if necessary.
2. ENCOUNTER - Bear In Camp (<1km)
1. If safe to do so; take a quick note of the location, direction of travel and general
behaviour of the bear(s).
2. Sound the bear alarm.
3. If necessary, phone the ENR Regional contacts listed above for guidance on
necessary next steps to ensure human/wildlife safety and protection of property.
4. If necessary, stay indoors or in your vehicle. DO NOT APPROACH THE BEAR.
5. Keep all doors and windows closed.

6. If necessary and safe to do so; continue to monitor the behaviour and movement until
either the bear leaves on its own, deterrence is successful or response personnel
arrive.
7. If possible, start deterrence procedures.
8. Report status of bear encounter to the ENR Regional contacts listed above when safe
to do so.
3. Injury
1. Any injuries a bear may have obtained from direct or indirect contact with the camp or
persons must be reported to the appropriate ENR Regional contact listed above.
4. Mortality
1. A bear may be destroyed if human life is in danger or destruction of property is
imminent.
2. Under the NWT Wildlife Act, mortalities must be reported to the appropriate ENR
Regional contact listed as soon as is practicable. In some cases, the responsible party
may be asked to:
a) Skin the bear leaving the claws and head attached.
b) Preserve the hide by freezing and/or salting it and store it in a cool place.
Turn in the hide, the skull, evidence of sex and any other biological samples
requested when filing the report to the nearest ENR Regional office or to an
ENR Renewable Resource Officer.
If or when possible, the attached Bear Occurrence Checklist should be
completed prior to calling ENR. It is critical that as much information as possible
be provided in order for ENR to provide appropriate advice and guidance.

DENNING BEARS
A. For exploration camps, if a bear is located in, at or near a den site, work in the area must
halt. All employees should safely retreat from the area and report the incident to the Site
Supervisor and/or Wildlife Monitor and the appropriate ENR Regional contact listed above
for further advice and assistance.
B. For cabin owners, if a bear is located in, at or near a den site, safely retreat from the area
and report the incident to the appropriate ENR Regional contact listed above for further
advice and assistance.
C. Staff from ENR will be required to assess the den site and may implement measures to
ensure both human safety and that the bear(s) remain undisturbed. This may include the
establishment of a buffer zone of at least 300 meters around the den.
D. Work inside the buffer zone may not be permitted until after den emergence.

Office Use Only
File#:

Environment & Natural Resources (ENR)
Bear Occurrence Checklist
x

Fill out or check all that apply

1. Complainant Details:
Name, job title and
affiliation:
Contact
information:
Location of
complainant:
(coordinates, lake or
property name)

Other on-site
contact
information:
(wildlife monitors/site
supervisors)

2. Bear Occurrence Details:
Date/Time:

Location:
(coordinates, lake or property
name)

Type of bear
occurrence:

□

sighting

□

encounter

□

injury

□

mortality

Ear tag/tattoo #

□

Other, explain:

Number of bears:

# of cubs

Type:

□

black

□

grizzly

□

unknown

Sex :

□

male

□

female

□

unknown

Age Class:

□

cub (<1)

□

juvenile

□

adult

□

unknown

Behaviour:

□

fearful

□

not fearful

□

aggressive

□

other

General
Observations

□

moving toward site

Has bear(s) been
involved in a
previous incident:

□

No

□

Yes

Did the bear obtain
a reward

□

No

□

Yes

Any property
damage or loss of
life:

□

No

□

Yes

Other
observations:
(i.e. walking, resting,
eating, mortality, injury,
den site, number of cubs,
etc.)

If yes, explain:

If yes, explain:
If yes, explain:

□ moving away from
site

□

at site

3. Detection/Deterrent:
Detection system
on site:

□

Alarm

Deterrence on site:

□

Bear boards

□

□

Dog
□

Electric Fence

□ Motion
detector
Auditory

□
□

Other:

Projectile

(Yelling/Flares/Alarm/Horn/Bell/
Whistle/Cracker shells)

(Rubber Bullets/Firearms)

□

□

Chased

Other:

(Dog, vehicle)

Was deterrence
used:

□

No

□

Yes

Was the deterrence
successful:

□

No

□

Yes

Present status of
□ at large
bear with dates:
4. Additional Comments

Explain:
Explain:
□

captured

□

deterred

□

other

